By NEW BAY (GB) (2012). Hwt. in France, Stakes winner of 5 races of $2,187,643 USA in France, Prix du Jockey Club [G1], Prix Guillaume d'Ornano - Haras du Logis Saint-Germain [G2], etc. His first foals are 3-year-olds of 2021. Sire of 141 foals, 75 starters, 3 stakes winners, 40 winners of 77 races and earning $1,752,709 USA, including Saffron Beach (to 3, 2021, $227,596 USA, Betway Atalanta S. [G3], etc.), Bayside Boy (at 2, 2021, $120,295 USA, Champagne S. [G2], etc.), New Mandate (IRE) ($97,044 USA, Juddmonte Royal Lodge S. [G2], etc.), Perotto (to 3, 2021, $147,298 USA, 3rd D & N Construction Sovereign S. [G3]), Vafortino ($66,929 USA, 3rd Coolmore Churchill S. [L]), Morton (at 3, 2021, $61,056 USA, 2nd Prix de Saint-Patrick [L]).

1st dam

=FOR JOY (GB), by $Singspiel (IRE). Winner at 3 and 4 in FR, $53,222 (USA). Sister to =GLOOMY SUNDAY (FR), =ABJER (FR). Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 4 winners--

=VICTORIA REGINA (IRE) (f. by Mastercraftsman (IRE)). 3 wins, 2 to 4 in FR and ITY, placed in 2 starts at 4 in ENG, $146,432 (USA), Premio Elena E Sergio Cumani [G3], 3rd Prix La Camargo [L], Betfried Mobile Snowdrop Fillies S. [L], Producer.

=Suave Story (IRE) (f. by Make Believe (GB)). 3 wins at 3, placed at 4, 2021 in FR, $57,595 (USA).

=Geizy Teizy (IRE) (f. by =Lawman (FR)). 2 wins in 3 ENG, $40,466 (USA).

=Eyecatcher (IRE) (g. by =Camelot (GB)). Winner at 3 in ENG, $12,451 (USA).

=New Energy (IRE) (c. by =New Bay (GB)). See below.

2nd dam

=FINE AND MELLOW (FR), by $Lando (GER). 4 wins at 3 in FR, $69,793 (USA), Prix Scaramouche [L], 3rd Prix Belle de Nuit [L], Half-sister to =BAIE DES ANGES ($22,521 (USA), Prix de Sa Majeste le Roi [L], etc.), =FOX GALLERY (IRE) (Prix Albert Van Loo [L], etc.), =MIKA GALLERY (IRE) ($26,360 (USA), Grand Criterium Belge [LR], etc.). Dam of 8 winners--

=GLOOMY SUNDAY (FR) (f. by $Singspiel (IRE)). 3 wins at 2 and 4 in FR and ENG, $180,397 (USA), Seymour Pierce Henry II S. [G3], 2nd Prix de Thiberville [L], Prix Right Royal [L], 3rd Prix Panacee [L]. Producer.

=ABJER (FR) (c. by $Singspiel (IRE)). 2 wins in 4 starts at 2 in ENG, $45,810 (USA), Jaguar XJ Autumn S. [G3].

=For Joy (GB) (f. by $Singspiel (IRE)). See above.

=Zabrov (IRE) (g. by Mastercraftsman (IRE)). 5 wins at 4 in FR, $97,122 (USA).

=Ransom Demand (GB) (g. by Red Ransom). 4 wins, 3 to 5 in FR, $78,879 (USA).

=For Woolly (FR) (g. by Soviet Star). 3 wins at 3 and 5 in FR, $41,925 (USA).

=Hanga Roa (IRE) (g. by Hannouma (IRE)). 2 wins at 3 in ENG, $16,970 (USA).

=Antelope Canyon (FR) (c. by =Fastnet Rock (AUS)). Winner at 2 in IRE, $10,354 (USA).


=Fynbos (GB) (f. by =Lawman (FR)). Placed at 2 in FR, $3,177 (USA). Producer.

=Takamaka Bay (FR) (f. by =Dabirsim (FR)). Placed in 2 starts at 3, 2021 in FR.

3rd dam

=MIKA RED (BEL), by Red Steps. 3 wins at 3 in BEL, St. Leger Belge-G1, Grand Prix d’Ostende des 3 Ans-G1, Prix G. du Roy de Blicquy-G2, 2nd Poule d’Essai des Pouliches-Belgian One Thousand Guineas-G2, Grande Poule des Produits-G1, 3rd P Pierre Beauduin-G2. Sister to =MIKA- STEPS (Prix Gustave du Roy de Blicquy [G2]). Dam of 7 winners--

=FINE AND MELLOW (FR) (twin) (f. by $Lando (GER)). Black type winner, see above.

=MIKA GALLERY (IRE) (f. by Tate Gallery). 5 wins at 2 and 3 in BEL, $26,360 (USA), Grand Criterium Belge [LR], Grande Poule des Produits [LR], Prix Edmond Drugman [LR], Crit. National des Poulains & Pouliches [LR], Poule d’Essai des Pouliches-Belgian One Thousand Guineas [LR], 2nd Prix Gustave du Roy de Blicquy [LR], 3rd Prix des Eleveurs [LR].
=BAIE DES ANGES (f. by =Pas de Seul (GB)). 3 wins at 3 and 4 in BEL, $22,521 (USA), Prix de Sa Majeste le Roi [L], Poule d'Essai des Pouliches-Belgian One Thousand Guineas [LR], P. Gustave du Roy de Blicquy [LR], 2nd Prix des Haras [L], Grande Poule des Produits [LR], 3rd Derby Belge [LR], St. Leger Belge [LR]. Dam of--

=Lost Bay (FR) (c. by =Lost World (IRE)). 8 wins, 2 to 8 in FR , $181,555 (USA), 2nd Prix Maurice Caillault [L], Prix de Suresnes [L], Prix Policeman [L], Criterium du Languedoc Prix Paul Guichou [L].

=FOX GALLERY (IRE) (c. by Tate Gallery). 8 wins, 3 to 6 in FR and BEL, Prix Albert Van Loo [L], 3rd Les Guinees [L], Poule d'Essai des Poulains-Belgian Two Thousand Guineas [LR].

=Red Guest (IRE) (c. by Be My Guest). 6 wins, 4 to 7 in FR , $204,855 (USA). Sire.

=Red Bank Boogie (GB) (g. by =Don't Forget Me (IRE)). 9 wins, 3 to 7 in BEL, placed at 5 and 7 in FR.

=Mika Run (IRE) (c. by =Commanche Run (GB)). 3 wins at 3 in BEL.

=Mood I'm In (GER) (f. by $Saddlers' Hall (IRE)). Placed at 4 in FR , $6,293 (USA). Producer.

4th dam

=Mikada (BEL), by =Bouboule. Unraced in Belgium. Half-sister to =Red Sud (2nd P Gladiateur de Sterrebeek [L]). Dam of 2 winners, including--

=MIKA-STEPS (f. by Red Steps). Winner at 3 in BEL, Prix Gustave du Roy de Blicquy [G2].

=MIKA RED (BEL) (f. by Red Steps). Classic winner, see above.